Evolutionary capacitors phenotypically reveal a stock of cryptic genetic variation in a reversible fashion. The sudden and reversible revelation of a range of variation is fundamentally different from the gradual introduction of variation by mutation. Here I study the invasion dynamics of modifiers of revelation. A modifier with the optimal rate of revelation m opt has a higher probability of invading any other population than of being counterinvaded. m opt varies with the population size N and the rate at which environmental change makes revelation adaptive. For small populations less than a minimum cutoff N min , all revelation is selected against. N min is typically quite small and increases only weakly, with Ϫ1/2 . For large populations with N Ͼ 1/, m opt is ‫/1ف‬N. Selection for the optimum is highly effective and increases in effectiveness with larger N ӷ 1/. For intermediate values of N, m opt is typically a little less than and is only weakly favored over less frequent revelation. The model is analogous to a two-locus model for the evolution of a mutator allele. It is a fully stochastic model and so is able to show that selection for revelation can be strong enough to overcome random drift.
O NE of the major puzzles of evolutionary biology is stroke. It remains on for a number of generations, either how sufficient phenotypic variation can be generbecause of the continuation of environmental stress or ated and maintained to form the basis of an adaptive because of epigenetic inheritance, but it can be turned response to novel environments. A population with very off later. little phenotypic variation will be well adapted to a stable These mechanisms have the potential to promote environment in the short term, but may be unable to evolvability, in the sense of revealing potentially adaptive respond to a change in the environment. phenotypic variation at a time when it might most be In a well-adapted population almost all newly introneeded. They act as "capacitors." Following this analogy, duced variation is likely to be deleterious. Variation is variation gradually produced by mutation is stored in a eliminated through selection, at the cost of a mutation hidden form by the capacitor. When needed, this variaload. Selective pressure to reduce the load tends to tion can be released, and the occasional revelation of favor the reduction of variation by a variety of means, latent variation may lead to evolutionary innovations. including reducing the mutation rate (Sniegowski et It is very controversial, however, whether evolutionary al. 2000) and buffering against the effects of mutations capacitors may be the product of natural selection for that do occur (Wagner 1996; Nowak et al. 1997 ; Eshel increased evolvability (Dickinson and Seger 1999; Wagand Matessi 1998; Rice 1998 Rice , 2002 van Nimwegen et ner et al. 1999; Partridge and Barton 2000; Brookal. 1999; Wilke et al. 2001; Krakauer and Plotkin field 2001; Pal 2001; Meiklejohn and Hartl 2002; 2002; de Visser et al. 2003) . This last mechanism is Ruden et al. 2003) . Any costs of an evolutionary capaciknown as canalization and can lead to the buildup of tor are borne immediately, while benefits typically lie hidden or cryptic genetic variation.
in the future. Based largely on work on mutator alleles, In recent years, a number of mechanisms have been the general consensus among population geneticists is shown to tap into the pool of cryptic genetic variation, that it is very difficult for natural selection to favor an revealing heritable phenotypic variation. These include evolvability allele (Sniegowski et al. 2000) . partial loss of function of the heat-shock protein Hsp90
Introducing variation via a capacitor has several ad- (Rutherford and Lindquist 1998; Queitsch et al. vantages over introducing variation via mutation (Masel 2002) and the appearance of the yeast prion [PSI ϩ ] and . First, although both revealed varia- (True and Lindquist 2000) . In each case, genetic variation and the revealing state of the capacitor are heritation that was previously hidden is "turned on" at a single ble, the entire deleterious load can typically be reversed by a single change such as the disappearance of the [PSI subset of the revealed variation is adaptive, then this [PSI ϩ ] prion appears and translation termination is impaired as a result. A number of genetic factors influence subset tends to acquire other mutations and to lose its dependence on the revealing mechanism. This phethe frequency of [PSI ϩ ] appearance, all of which are candidates for a modifier locus. nomenon is known as genetic assimilation and has been well documented (Waddington 1953; Obviously, when the population is well adapted to a constant environment, the optimal modifier never 1956; Rutherford and Lindquist 1998; Sollars et al. 2003; True et al. 2004) . Once genetic assimilation has reveals variation. Environmental change events create the opportunity for the invasion of a modifier that reoccurred, the revealing mechanism can disappear, and an adaptive phenotype will have fixed in the new enviveals variation. The optimal probability of revelation is expected to be a function of the frequency of environronment, with a very low penalty in terms of long-term deleterious load.
mental change, the size of the population, and the extent of the adaptive advantage of the revealed variation. Second, adaptive alleles tend to become quickly separated from mutator alleles by recombination ( Johnson 1999) . In contrast, the adaptive expression of revealed OUTLINE OF MODEL alleles remains dependent on the continued action of the revelation mechanism for some time. This delay We model the environment as usually constant, punctuated by occasional events during which the revelation before the completion of the genetic assimilation process means that modifier alleles promoting revelation of variation is adaptive with fitness 1 ϩ s. The frequency of these events is given as events per generation, where are better able to hitchhike on the basis of the adaptive alleles they reveal.
is expected to be low. While the environment is constant, the revelation of variation is assumed to be highly It is highly controversial, however, whether evolutionary capacitors have evolved for the purpose of promotdeleterious. To simplify the model, we assume that individuals with revealed variation never reproduce in the ing evolvability or whether their evolutionary properties are a mere accident, a byproduct of other functions. A absence of an environmental change event. A modifier that reveals variation with a probability of m per replicaprevious study showed that the ability to reveal variation can increase mean fitness in an infinite population tion therefore has a fitness of ‫1ف‬ Ϫ m in the constant environment. This fitness is used to calculate the fixa-(Eshel and Matessi 1998), thus circumventing "neutral confinement" when genetic canalization reduces tion probability and sojourn times of the modifier in the absence of environmental change events. Environavailable variation to the point of evolutionary stasis (Ancel and Fontana 2000) . This study did not, howmental change events are assumed to be distributed as a Poisson process. This allows the calculation of the ever, address whether selection for a revelation mechanism was strong enough to overcome drift in a finite probability that an environmental change event occurs during the sojourn time of a given modifier. population. The study therefore suggests that revelation mechanisms may be a product of natural selection, but
Consider a haploid population of size N that is homogeneous for an m 1 allele. A single m 2 allele appears in remains inconclusive.
Another study deduced from the specific parameters this population by mutation or migration. We calculate the probability that this m 2 allele successfully invades associated with [PSI ϩ ] appearance that the capacity for [PSI ϩ ] formation is probably the consequence of natuthe population. In the original, constant environment, the population is well adapted. Both m 1 and m 2 alleles ral selection for its evolvability properties rather than a chance event (Masel and Bergman 2003) . This study are occasionally at a disadvantage when variation is revealed. A Moran model is used to calculate population developed stochastic methods to study revelation in a finite population, but addressed only the specific quesgenetic quantities in the presence of these disadvantages. Let the probability that m 2 fixes in the absence tion of the capacity for [PSI ϩ ] formation in yeast. Here I use a similar mathematical model to that used in the of environmental change be p drift . Let the sojourn time during which there are i m 2 alleles be 1i and the total [PSI ϩ ] study to study the far more general question of predicting the evolution of an arbitrary revelation sojourn time be 1 . Let the probability that environmental change occurs during the sojourn time of the m 2 mechanism in a finite population.
Although the model is general to any capacitor, it is allele be p env and the probability conditional on m 2 eventually becoming fixed by drift be p* env . motivated by the specific biology of the [PSI ϩ ] system. We assume that cryptic genetic variation is an automatic Now consider events occurring after an environmental change event that makes the revelation of variation consequence of evolution. In the context of [PSI ϩ ], cryptic genetic variation automatically builds up in untransadaptive. At the time of environmental change, there are i m 2 alleles. If no individuals have adaptive variation lated DNA sequences beyond stop codons. We consider the evolutionary dynamics of revelation by examining revealed at this time, neutral drift takes place until an adaptive variant appears. Let x i be the probability that the invasion properties of a modifier that phenotypically reveals genetic variation with a certain probability. In no adaptive variant either already exists at the time of environmental change or appears before fixation or the context of [PSI ϩ ], variation is revealed when the Figure 1. -Outline of the model used to calculate the probability that a single m 2 mutant will invade an m 1 population. The first branch considers whether environmental change occurs during the sojourn time of the m 2 allele. If not, then m 2 invasion is a matter of random drift. If environmental change does occur, then we consider the possibility that there are i m 2 individuals at the moment of environmental change for each value of i ϭ 1, 2, . . . , N Ϫ 1. For each of these scenarios, we consider whether an adaptive variant is revealed by either an m 1 or an m 2 capacitor allele and survives initial stochastic processes to take over the population. If not, then which allele wins is in proportion to initial allele frequencies, and m 2 fixes with probability i/N. If revelation does lead to the fixation of an adaptation, then which allele wins is in proportion to initial rates of revelation, and m 2 fixes with probability
extinction of m 2 by drift is complete, given an initial techniques. Due to computational constraints, an approximate solution is derived for high values of N. population of i m 2 individuals. Let y be the probability that a single adaptive variant with fitness 1 ϩ s survives If the probability that m 2 invades an m 1 population is greater than the probability with which m 1 invades an initial stochastic events become fixed. To calculate y, we ignore the rare event in which the capacitor switches m 2 population, we conclude that m 2 is superior and will generally invade. We look for a value m opt such that off and the progeny of an adaptive individual loses the adaptation. p invasion (m opt , m 2 , N, , s) Ͻ p invasion (m 2 , m opt , N, , s) As an approximation, assume that the number of adaptive variants preexisting or appearing is distributed for all values of m 2 . This value of m opt is a stochastic according to a Poisson process, and so the probability extension to the concept of an evolutionary stable stratthat there are no adaptive variants is x i ϭ e Ϫ i , where egy (ESS). We then search through possible values of i is the mean number of adaptive variants. The probam to calculate the optimal rate of revealing variation bility that at least one adaptive variant will both appear m opt as a function of the parameters N, , and s. and become fixed is therefore given by
RESULTS
In Figure 2A we show the optimal rate of revelation From the sketch of the possibilities shown in Figure  m opt as a function of the three parameters of the model, 1, we see that the probability that m 2 invades an m 1 N, , and s, using the approximate solution. For large population is given by N Ͼ 1/, we get m opt Ϸ 1/N. For small N below some cutoff value, m opt declines rapidly toward zero. In be-
The only effect of the parameter s is on the minimum (1) cutoff value of N. Very small values of s Ͻ 1/N indicate such weak selection as to be barely appreciable. For The terms defined above and used in Equation 1 are substantive values of s ӷ 1/N, the precise value of s does calculated in the appendix, using the Moran model from population genetics as well as other mathematical not affect the results. In Figure 2 , B and C, we look at the minimum value with different values of m appear by mutation, then the frequency of allele substitution is related to the quantity of N more carefully as a function of and s, showing the smallest value of N for which m opt Ͼ 0. We can see
Np invasion . In Figure 3 , A and B, we show the kinetics of invasion of a plateau value of m opt when N ϭ 1/. The from the gradient in Figure 2B that N min increases with Ϫ1/2 . N min also increases in a more complex way with difference between the rates of invasion and counterinvasion gives an indication of the effective selective advandecreasing s, as shown in Figure 2C .
In Figure 2D we examine the value of m opt around tage of an m opt allele. It can be seen that these kinetics are broadly similar for different values of N and s, respecthe plateau by taking N ϭ 1/. The plateau value of m opt is approximately equal to as long as s Ͼ 1/N and tively. High rates of revelation will readily by invaded by m opt . Low rates of revelation are under comparatively decreases dramatically for smaller values of s such that positive selection is slight or negligible.
mild selection, becoming stronger with large population sizes and larger potential adaptations. In summary, for a population size N above a minimum cutoff, m opt is approximately given by either 1/N or ,
In Figure 3C we show the invasion kinetics for other values of N ϶ 1/. The dotted lines show a smaller whichever is smaller. Unicellular eukaryotes such as yeast typically have an effective population size on the value of N, still on the plateau but closer to the cutoff minimum N. The dashed lines show a value of N Ͼ 1/, order of 10 7 -10 8 (Lynch and Conery 2003) . Since it seems plausible that environmental change events are for which m opt is lower. Large population sizes lead to a greater selective difference for low values of m. more common than once every 10 7 generations, we predict that m opt should be given by ‫/1ف‬N. The prion [PSI ϩ 
]
Note that around m opt both the invasion rate and the counterinvasion rate are faster than that for a neutral acts as a revelation mechanism of the type modeled in this article, and [PSI ϩ ] appears in the yeast Saccharomyces allele. This is because selection is working at two different timescales. A lower value of m invades often during cerevisiae at a rate of ‫01ف‬ Ϫ5 -10 Ϫ7 per replication (Lund and Cox 1981) . This rate of appearance is in approxithe periods between environmental change events. A higher value of m regularly invades around the time of mate agreement with the model's prediction, allowing for a wide margin of error for both the estimation of environmental change. The total flux of alleles through the system is therefore higher than that for a static the effective population size and the estimation of the [PSI ϩ ] appearance rate.
environment.
In Figure 4 we focus on the effect of population size Looking more generally at other organisms, we find that the evolution of capacitance is possible even for on the rates of invasion and counterinvasion. In Figure  4 , A and B, we look at the rates of invasion and countpopulations with small population sizes (e.g., 10
3 ) given a fairly moderate minimum frequency of environmental erinvasion by which m opt invades m opt /100 ( Figure 4A ) and 100m opt ( Figure 4B ). We see that large N ӷ leads change (e.g., 10 Ϫ4 ), as shown in Figure 2 , B and C.
In Figure 2 we explored the value of the optimal rate to a greater flux of alleles with both invasion and counterinvasion occurring with probability Ͼ1/N. Curves are of revelation m opt . In Figure 3 , we examine the degree to which the optimal rate is favored over alternatives.
close to superimposable for a constant value of N Ͼ 1 for different values of . This is shown by the frequency with which an allele invades and is invaded by the ESS. When new individuals
In Figure 4 , C and D, we look at the ratio of the rates we see that the approximation overestimates selection against rates of revelation lower than m opt . Generally, however, the difference between the exact and approximate solutions is not large, and overall trends are maintained. In summary, evolution toward m opt occurs most rapidly for large N ӷ 1/. The overall advantage of optimal revelation over less frequent revelation is also greatest for N ӷ 1/. The advantage over more frequent capacitance, in contrast, is weaker at large N and most efficient for N Ϸ 1/. For small values of N Ͻ 1/, the evolution of capacitance may in principle be favored, but the effect may be too marginal so that, combined with the less frequent appearance of capacitor alleles to begin with, the evolution of capacitance is far from certain. In contrast, the evolution of capacitance in large populations with N Ͼ 1/ seems highly likely.
DISCUSSION
Interpretation of the parameter : Here we have assumed that a reservoir of latent variation always exists. In other words, cryptic genetic variation is an automatic consequence of evolution, extrinsic to the evolvability model of revelation presented here.
Nevertheless, the amount of potentially useful phenotypic variation may vary substantially according to the Matessi 1998) by studying their effect on the parameter . As another example, the time between successive environmental change events may be important in deof invasion and counterinvasion. We see in Figure 4C that the advantage of m opt over smaller values of m intermining the amount of latent variation that has had time to build up before being purged again. This effect, creases with population size before reaching a plateau at some value of N Ͼ 1/. This plateau ratio of invasion too, could be modeled by allowing to be a function of the time since the last selective sweep. to counterinvasion is given approximately by the ratio of m values. In Figure 4D we see that the advantage of Note that the molecular nature of the revealed variation may vary according to which capacitor mechanism m opt over larger values of m is greatest for N Ϸ 1/. It falls to a plateau for N greater than the ratio of m is involved. For example, [PSI ϩ ] reveals genetic variation beyond stop codons while Hsp90 reveals underlying values.
In Figure 4E we examine the extent of the turnover weaknesses in complex networks. Models seeking to break into components may need to focus on a particurate of similar alleles by looking at the rate that an allele of 0.99m opt can invade m opt . We see that flux is neutral lar capacitor and the specific nature of the variation it reveals. The model presented here can be seen as an when N Ͻ 1/, and then for larger values of N flux is approximately proportional to 1/(N).
overall framework that can be applied to any capacitor system. In Figures 5 and 6 we test the accuracy of the approximate solution. This is computationally possible only for Stress response: We have assumed that the rate m of revelation is constant. In practice, for a wide range of small N. Figure 5 is the equivalent of Figure 2A , and Figure 6 roughly corresponds to Figure 3C . It can be mechanisms, stress increases the rate at which variation is revealed (Badyaev 2005) . This means that m is higher seen that the approximation does not have a large effect on the results. In Figure 5 we see that there is no true at a time of environmental change, increasing positive selection for capacitance, while m is lower in a static plateau value of m opt and that the approximation overestimates m opt in the range N min Ͻ N Ͻ 1/. In Figure 6 environment, decreasing negative selection against ca- 2001) and sufficient population size for setor mechanism arises with a constant rate of revelation m. This is the stage described by the present model. lection on these potential modifiers to have occurred. In addition, it is possible to measure the frequency of In the second stage, the capacitor acquires regulatory features that allow it to specifically respond to stress. A [PSI ϩ ] appearance under controlled conditions (Lund and Cox 1981). As we discover more about the modifiers single parameter m can be seen as a special case of a more general model in which two revelation rates of [PSI ϩ ] appearance, it should become possible to search for evidence of the action of selection on these represent the presence and absence of stress. The extension of the model presented here to incorporate this modifiers. Hsp90-mediated revelation has been observed in both additional parameter is straightforward.
This two-stage scenario is clearly relevant to the biolDrosophila (Rutherford and Lindquist 1998) and Arabidopsis (Queitsch et al. 2002) , so again there have ogy of [PSI ϩ ], where prion appearance may have been random at first, until modifiers evolved to regulate it. also been ample evolutionary time and sufficient population size ‫01ف(‬ 6 ) for selection on revelation modifiers In contrast, revelation via Hsp90 depletion may be a direct consequence of stress, and hence a stress response to have occurred. The mechanism of Hsp90-mediated revelation and the nature of possible modifiers are not may have been an intrinsic part of the capacitor system from the beginning.
yet well understood, however (Sollars et al. 2003) . Also, Hsp90-mediated revelation has not been seen in a natural setting, but has instead been hypothesized on the basis of laboratory results on the partial loss of function et al. 2002) , but the involvement of Hsp90 in this revelation has not been proven. Until the molecular details of Hsp90-mediated revelation are better understood, it mutations that are destined to become fixed appear at will be hard to assess the action of selection on them.
some rate K that is independent of the population size Comparison with mutator models: It is instructive to N and the mutation rate m (Johnson 1999) . In contrast, compare the capacitor model developed here to muta-I assume that opportunities for beneficial mutations arise tor models. In the capacitor model, beneficial variants at a constant rate. If a beneficial variant takes longer to appear on a stochastic basis. Since most mutator models appear than the sojourn time of a capacitor allele, then treat beneficial mutations deterministically, I focus the the opportunity for a beneficial adaptation does not comparison on a recent mutator model that also inaffect the evolution of capacitance. The rate at which cluded stochasticity in the appearance of beneficial muthe opportunity for beneficial mutations is exploited tations (Johnson 1999) .
depends on both N and m. The capacitor model differs from this mutator model Third, mutator models conclude that for an asexual in several ways. First, the capacitor model also treats population, the equilibrium genomic mutation rate Û deleterious revelation events according to a stochastic should be approximately equal to the rate of beneficial rather than a deterministic process. The stochasticity is captured in the sojourn times derived from a Markov substitutions K, when the metabolic cost of suppressing mutators is neglected (Kimura 1967; Johnson 1999) . chain model and was made possible by the simplifying assumption that deleterious variants never reproduce.
The deleterious genomic mutation rate is estimated as U Ϸ 0.1-1 for higher eukaryotes (Drake et al. 1998 ) Classical mutations are typically mildly deleterious and handicap the organism in the form of an accumulated and K Ϸ 0.002-0.03 (Johnson 1999) . Comparing these two numbers, the combined effects of selection on deledeleterious mutation load at multiple sites ( Johnson 1999) . In contrast, capacitors reveal multiple and thereterious and beneficial mutations are likely to favor a reduction in the mutation rate toward K (Johnson fore significant deleterious variation at a single stroke. Although the capacitor model could formally be seen 1999).
In the context of a capacitor, we obtain a seemingly as a novel model of a mutator allele, the assumption of rare and strong deleterious effects is more suited to the similar result: the optimal rate of revelation m opt is predicted to be no larger than the rate of environmental biology of a capacitor.
Second, the mutator model assumes that beneficial change . For the yeast prion [PSI ϩ ], the observed rate of revelation is of the order m ϭ 10
Ϫ5
-10 Ϫ7 (Lund and and Siegal 2003; Behera and Nanjundiah 2004) . This approach has been used to show the advantages of an Cox 1981), far lower than U. This is at least partly offset by the fact that should be lower than K, since only evolutionary capacitor (Hansen et al. 2000; Bergman and Siegal 2003) , but is unable to compare them to some proportion of adaptive substitutions will be a consequence of the action of capacitors. For capacitance the costs. At best it can show that there might, under some circumstances, be an advantage to an evolutionary to work, a revealed variant must be so advantageous as to compensate for all other variation revealed at the capacitor. It is unable to define what those circumstances are. same time. Nevertheless, it is easily possible that Ն m, leaving room for natural selection to increase the rate The approach taken here grafts two models together. One model describes a generally constant environment of revelation, in stark contrast to the interpretation of a mutator model. and calculates the costs of capacitance. The other model describes events surrounding a rare environmental The capacitor model described here is more closely related to a two-locus model of selection on the mutachange event and calculates the benefits of capacitance. The two models are combined by using a summation tion rate at a single, specific locus. Early work suggested that selection in this case is too weak to overcome drift over all possible states of the system at the time of an environmental change event. This combined model is and selection at linked loci. In the case of a capacitor, the "locus" is very wide ranging in its effects. We have able to predict under what circumstances and with what properties evolutionary capacitance will evolve. calculated the relevant invasion and counterinvasion rates and shown that selection can be strong enough A second problem with modeling the time to adaptation is that it equates a rapid approximate adaptation to overcome drift.
Fourth, an additional difference between a capacitor followed by a slow approach to the optimum with a path of equal total length consisting of a long pause followed and a mutator exists in sexual populations. Mutator alleles quickly become separated by recombination from by a jump and rapid approach to the optimum (Ancel 2000) . When the two systems exist within a single popuadaptive alleles that they generate ( Johnson 1999) . In contrast, a novel adaptation remains dependent on the lation, the subpopulation with the rapid approximate adaptation is likely to take over before the other subpoprevealing capacitor and remains dependent until genetic assimilation is complete. This makes the evolution ulation has the opportunity to jump straight to the optimum. This represents the evolutionary advantage of the of capacitance in a sexual system not so dissimilar to the asexual case, in stark contrast to the situation for stopgap nature of a capacitor. In contrast to modeling the total time to adaptation, the model presented here mutator evolution. The model here is formally a model of a haploid asexual population. I argue that although explicitly captures the dynamics of a stopgap mechanism. In this context, revelation represents a rapid apsome quantitative difference may be expected in a sexual population, the difference will be much smaller than proximate adaptation, and the final optimum corresponds to the state after genetic assimilation and the that for mutators.
Note that the model presented here considers only reversal of the capacitor mechanism. Finally, models of the time to adaptation are often the case when the demand for adaptation is met by a capacitor, rather than by standing variation or de novo based on numerical simulations, which restrict the range of population size that can be considered. Almutation. Related previous work also considered alternative means of adaptation via a point mutation octhough the summations performed here are computationally intensive, the system is still analytical, and so curring at rate m point and found that the inclusion of mutation in the model affected only the results for m Յ realistic population sizes for organisms such as yeast can be studied. m point (Masel and Bergman 2003) . This means that when the model predicts a very small value for m opt ,
Comparison with earlier capacitor models: Three main approaches to modeling capacitors have been adaptation may occur through mutation rather than through capacitance. In this case it is best to interpret taken. The first is described in the section above (Bergman and Siegal 2003). The second is based on an m opt as including all means of generating variance, including mutation. Capacitance evolves to increase the infinite population and the deterministic dynamics relating to mean fitness calculations (Eshel and Matessi value of m when mutation is lower than m opt . When m opt gets extremely low and therefore consists primarily of 1998). The stochastic approach taken here has the advantage of predicting the evolution of capacitance in a mutation, then capacitance will not evolve. This becomes an issue primarily for extremely large populafinite population.
The third previous approach to modeling capacitors tions.
Comparison with modeling time to adaptation: A com- (Masel and Bergman 2003) is closely related to this work, but the model presented here incorporates two mon approach to the evolution of evolvability is to test the speed with which different genetic systems find a significant improvements. First, the criteria for an environmental change event have been broadened. In the new optimum on a fitness landscape (Hinton and Nowlan 1987 ; Ancel 2000; Hansen et al. 2000; Bergman earlier work, an environmental change event was as-sumed to be severe enough to lead to population extinca capacitor take place on different timescales. The benefits are felt rarely and strongly, while the costs are felt tion if variation was not revealed. In this work, any point in time in which it is advantageous to reveal variation frequently and mildly. Selective pressures take the form of second-order or indirect selection. This means that is included as a possible event, without invoking the stronger assumption of extinction. Second, the earlier although an individual may have wild-type fitness, its offspring might not. This behavior is not easily captured work neglected stochastic events following an environmental change event and assumed that if an adaptive by a traditional selection coefficient, making it difficult to combine the selective advantages and disadvantages variation were revealed, it would automatically take over the population. This work explicitly models stochastic of the system into a single model. The capacitor model described here is able to calcuevents following environmental change.
We have not explicitly considered the possibility that late the impact of extreme but rare events on the nature of evolution. These features are by nature almost imposvariation may be present without resorting to a capacitor. This possibility was included in a related mathematisible to capture experimentally. Here I have shown that taking into account both costs and benefits, evolutionary cal model (Masel and Bergman 2003) . If adaptive variation is available in a conventional form without resorting capacitance may be favored by natural selection. This was done using a fully stochastic, analytical model of a to revealing large quantities of presumably deleterious variation in other traits, then this conventional variation finite population. For populations larger than a minimum cutoff size the optimal revelation rate is approxiwill become fixed. The environmental change event specified by the rate parameter should be interpreted mately given by either the inverse of the population size or the frequency with which revelation is adaptive, to mean those environmental change events for which conventional variation is not sufficient for adaptation.
whichever is smaller. The degree to which the optimum is favored increases with the population size. CapaciIt is possible, therefore, that decreases for large N.
Stochastic extension of ESS:
The traditional concept tance is expected to evolve under a range of biologically realistic conditions, particularly in large populations. of an ESS is based on the inability to be invaded by any other strategy. It is normally defined using a mean
Following (Ewens 1979) , define
The probability of fixation by drift starting from i individuals is then Ewens 1979) , and the probability of fixation by drift starting from a single variant individual is
Then the sojourn time 1i during which there are i descendents of a single original variant is given by (Ewens 1979) , where the unit of time is one generation or N rounds in the Moran model. The total sojourn time before extinction or fixation is
and the probability that there will be i descendents at a particular time, given that neither extinction nor fixation has yet occurred, is given by 1i / 1 . The sojourn times conditional on fixation rather than elimination by drift ultimately occurring are given by
* 1i (Ewens 1979) . Consider a newly appeared m 2 mutant. Let the mean frequency of a certain class of environmental change be events per generation, and assume that these events occur according to a Poisson process. The probability that environmental change happens at least once during the sojourn time of the m 2 lineage is then
The probability of environmental change occurring during the sojourn time, conditional on fixation by drift ultimately occurring, is given by
After environmental change: Consider the situation after environmental change in which there are i adapted individuals. The probability that an adaptive individual is chosen to reproduce is
and the probability that an adaptive individual is chosen to die is i/N. Then we derive the probability that a single adaptive variant becomes fixed as
Next we calculate x i , which is the probability that no adaptive variant either already exists at the time of environmental change or appears before drift is complete, given a population of i m 2 individuals at the time of environmental change. We have assumed that adaptive variants that appear before the environmental change event never reproduce, and so the only way an adaptive variant will preexist is if the adaptation appeared at the time of that individual's birth. Then the probability that no adaptive variant preexists is equal to
Let the probability that an adaptive variant appears before fixation by drift is complete be p(i). Then
We present both an exact solution and a more numerically tractable approximate solution for p(i). Exact solution for p(i): Consider a starting population containing i m 2 individuals. We calculate the probability p(i) that an adaptive variant appears before fixation by drift is complete. This gives us the set of equations
Using the approximate solution described below as an initial estimate, a numerical solution to these equations was found through iteration for small N ϭ 100. It was noted that log(1 Ϫ p(yN ))/N is reasonably invariant over N for 0 Ͻ y Ͻ 1. This invariance was exploited by using the solution for N ϭ 100 to produce an initial estimate for a larger value of N. The solution for the larger N was then found by iteration. This process was repeated for successively larger values of N. Approximate solution for p(i): Let y ϭ i/N and φ(i/N ) ϭ p(i), mapping the discrete function onto a continuous function (Iwasa et al. 2004) . Calculating the Taylor series of φ(y), we have We now have reduced the problem to a first-order differential equation, but unfortunately it still is not easy to solve. Assume that the term (f Ј(y)) 2 can be ignored and approximate it as zero. This approximation was motivated solely by numerical results for the exact solution, and the case for the approximation rests entirely on its numerical verification in Figures 5 and 6 . Now integrate this with respect to y to get Ϫx (e Ϫt /t)dt. The exponential integral function can readily be evaluated using series expansions. Numerical note: Note that the summation in Equation 1 is very computationally expensive for large N. In this case, an interpolating approximation was used, with an adaptive algorithm choosing the location and number of points to be evaluated.
